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1'his quesiion paper has three sections A, B and C'

Attcrnpt all questions.

ivlarks and number of' questions to be attempted from each section is

mentiolled before the section.

Assunre ntissing data suitably. illustrate the answers with suitable sketches'

SECTION _ A

l. Tliis secli$n itas ten par-ts of'shofi ansu'ertype questions' Attempt allparts' l0x2:2'0

i; Irlf,r:**tin*. hetroeen Steacly and Unsieady flow, Uniform and non-uniform flow'

(b) 1)iscLtss veiocity c'!istribution in an open channel'

(c) Dil'ferentiate lretrveen Open Channel Flow and Pipe Flow'

(d) Discuss tlre presstrre disiribution with respect to depth in an open channel'

i.i What arc Cliannel of First Kind and Channel of Second Kind ?

iO What is Cc-,rnpound Section ? Discuss methods of computations of total discharge

in case u1'rtonrpr:ttnci channel.

(g,r l)escritre the Chezy's and Manning's -equations for unitbrm flow in open

r:iiautlcls.
(h) De4uce tiie conclition fbr a rnost efficient channel section of trapezoidal shape'

(i) Distingriish iretrveen CVF and RVF'

iri 
, 

t"iiscuss the lecessary situations to fonn the hydraulic jump in an open channel'

SECTION _ B

2. Attc-nrp[ atty tive p;rrrs of the follorving : t 5 x 6 : 30

(a) iyhat is specific cnerqlr ? Discuss its relation rvith depth.

(b) s,hat a'rc subcritical attd supercritical flo'*, conditions ?

(c) I;or a constant speciirc etlergy of 2.0 m, what maximum flow may occur in a

re,,:tallglllar cl:ilunel of 3.t-t tn rvide ?

(d) \\/hrt is Frorlric.Nirml;cr ? Discuss it's signilicance in open channel'

(e) f;erir..e the conditioir for the rectangular channel of best section. Show that the

fuyriratrlic rnean depth fol srtch channel is one half of the depth of florv'

(t) Discuss llie lariatinn of discharge rvith clepth of flow for a given specific erter$!'

(g) Writ+ a shrlrt tiols o;t cavit:ation phenomena in a pump'
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SECTION _ C

Question No. 3 to 7 has three parts each. Attempt any two parts from eacli question.

5 x 10:50
3. (a) Show that the water surface slope S* of a gradually varied flow is equal to the

sum of the energy slope S and the slope due to velocity change d@f2l2g)ldx.
(b) Drarv and discuss M1, M3, Sl, 52 and S, flow profile.

(c) A natural channel with 35 m width and 1.25 rn deep has an average bed slope of
0.0005. Estimate the length of the GVF profile produced by a low rveir which
raises the water surface just upstream of it by 0.60 m. Assume n : 0.035.

4. (a) What is hydraulic jump ? Deduce the relationship between sequent depths and

Froude number for the same.

(b) What are back water and celerity ? Prove that celerity C = {-gy, rvhere synbols
have usual meanings.

(c) Discuss the importance of hydraulic jump for dissipating the energy. Derive the

formula of energy loss in hydraulic jump.

5. (a) The absolute velocity of water at inlet to a turbine is 12 m/s, the guide vane angle

is being 200.\f the diameter of the wheel is 400 mm and its width is 100 mm,
find the discharge of the turbine. Assume 8 percent of the circumferential area is
blocked by thickness of the blades.

(b) Define the specific speed of turbine. Derive an expression for the specific speed.

What is the significance of the specific speed ?

(c) A reciprocating pump has a suction head of 6 m and delivery head 15 m. It has

bore of 150 mm and stroke of 250 mm and piston makes 60 doubles strokes in a
minute. Calculate the force required to move piston during (a) suction stroke
(b) during the delivery stroke.

6. (a) Evaluate all the salient elements of hydraulic jump on sloping beds.
(b) Distinguish between deep and shallow r.vater waves.
(c) Describe the different types of roto-dynamic pumps.

7. (a) Describe the working of Francis Turbine with suitable sketch.
(b) Explain the basis of performance of any turbine. Describe the various types of

efficiency terms.
(c) How will you describe the characteristic of a pump rvith the help of characteristic

crrrves ?
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